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Full Masks / Half-Masks

Standard thread filters

EN 148-1

Filters with special connection

EN 14387/EN 143

   A AX Brown Certain organic vapours and gases with a boiling point > 65°C     P White Solid particles and liquid aerosols    B Grey Inorganic gases and vapours

   E Yellow Acid gases and vapours   K Green Ammonia and its organic derivatives

P350 P3

C380 A2 P3

C370 A2B2 P3

U235 A2B2E2K2 P3

Filters Filter color

F150/2 A2B2E2K2P3 R

Filters

3205 A1B1E1K1P3 R

3101 P3 R

3207 A2P3 R

IN-1000C

Half-mask in natural rubber. 
Mounts a filter to special 

fitting

Standard thread
masks

3400

Full mask mono filter in 
rubber silicone, visor 

polycarbonate solvent and 
anti-scratch

150/2

Masks with special
connection

Full mask in rubber 
thermoplastic hypoallerge-
nic. Mounts two side filters 

special fitting

Half-Masks with
special connection

Half-Masks with
special connection

IN-2000

Half-mask with two filters 
special fitting. Avaible 
natural rubber (C) or 

silicone (S)

for 150/2 - IN 1000C - IN2000 for 3400

Filter color



MULTIFILTER
It is the only helmet on the market that lays all and exclusively 

on the shoulders by means of an anatomical breastplate so 
perfectly balanced. The head inside the helmet, has complete 

freedom of movement. The panoramic visor allows an 
exceptional wide vision. It is in compliance with EN 12941.

Models:

SUPER 1001
Powered from rechargeable batteries 
(integrated with cable 6V tractor)

STANDARD 1003
Tractor battery power
(integrated with rechargeable battery)

STANDARD 1103
Tractor battery power 12V

POWERCAP
The Powercap Active IP is designed for protection against 
dust particles and airborne contaminants; ideal for working 
in dusty environments such as, carpentry, farms, food indu-
stries etc. It complies with EN 12949 THCP1.

Electrofiltrant group: the filtered air flow produced by 
the group (160 l / m) to a fresh and comfortable 
feeling that eliminates any respiratory effort and 
prevents fogging of the visor

Impact protection: Complies with EN 166 1B. It protects 
the head and eyes even from side impacts

Autonomy: 8 hours, 10 hours of charging



AGROFILTER
Ventilated integral helmet with openable visor, weight is 
distributed in the belt allowing a high comfort. It is 
equipped with a functional sun visor that protects from 
sunlight and from accidental drops. Particularly 
recomended for vineyards.

Models:

SUPER 2001
Supply rechargeable battery
(Integrated with cable 6V tractor)

STANDARD 2003
Tractor battery power 6V
(Integrated with rechargeable battery)

STANDARD 2203
Tractor battery power 12V

AIRFILTER
Air Filter is an innovative respirator for protection from 

dust and gas. Designed to let your shoulders free and 
be able to open wear equipment such as small atomi-

zers, pumps, etc. It is equipped with a turbine which 
draws the air trought filters and conveys on avoiding 

visor fogging. The continuous airflow creates a positi-
ve pressure that eliminates any respiratory effort and 

it prevents the entry of contaminated air. 
Especially recommended in the greenhouses. 



Disposable Protective Coveralls

Disposable Masks
Respiratory protection against particulates

solid type and aerosol

2000 Standard(White/Green)

Three-piece disposable coverall with hood. taped 
seams, elastic thumb loops, belt, cuffs and ankles. 

Hinge double slider and reclosable zip cover. Category 
EC III, Protection 5/6 laminate fabric that makes it 

more resistant of the model 1800

1800 Standard

Coverall with hood, cuffs, waist and ankles elastici-
zed. front zip with double slider cover resealable 
zipper. quilted seams and broadsides. EC Category 
III, Protection 5/6 making more breathable the 
2000 model. Recommended for warmer periods

(White)

FFP2

cod. 2920V

Facial filter FFP2 with 
valve for medium-toxic

powders

FFP1

cod. 2910

Facial filter FFP1 for 
harmful dust

FFP3

cod. 2930V

Facial filter FFP3 with 
valve for toxic powders

FFP2

cod. 2920CV

Facial filter FFP2 with 
valve and charcoal active 

for medium-toxic dust 
and organic vapors
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